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Abstract. In this paper the analysisof the EOQ repair and
wastedisposalmodel with variable setupnumbersfor production and repair within some collection time interval is
continued.The cost analysis is now extendedto the extreme waste disposal rates and it is shown that the pure
(bang-bang)policy of either no waste disposal (total repair) or no repair (total wastedisposal)dominatesthe strategy of mixing wastedisposaland repair.Moreover,the different behaviorof the minimum cost. of the optimal setup
numbers,lot sizes and collection intervals for small and
large wastedisposalrates is discussed.
Zusammenfassung. In diesem Beitrag wird die Analyse
mit variadesEOQ-Reparatur-und Entsorgungsproblems
blen Loszahlen für die Produktion und die Reparatur
innerhalb eines Sammelzeitintervalls fortgesetzt. Die
Kostenanalysewird hier auf extreme Werte der Entsorgungsrate ausgedehntund es wird gezeigt,daß die reine
(bang-bang)Politik des vollständigenVerzichtsauf Entsorgung(vollständige Reparatur)oder auf Reparatur(vollständigeEntsorgung)die Mischstrategievon Entsorgung
und Reparaturdominiert. Weiterhin wird das unterschiedtiche Verhaltender minimalen Kosten,der optimalenLoszahlen, Losgrößenund Sammelzeitintervallefür geringe
und großeEntsorgungsratendiskutiert.
Key words: Production,EOQ model, wastedisposal.cost
mi nimization, remanufacturin-e
Schlüsselwörter: Produktion..Losgrößenmodell, Entsorgung, Kostenminimierung,Wiederverwendung

1. Introduction
I.l.

The EOQ waste disposal model

The problem of tracing the interactionbetweeneconomic
and ecological factors to production is here discussedfor
the following simplified situadon:Let a producerhavethe

facilties to produce new goods and to remarutfactureused
goods. He therefore might take back his used output and
remanufactureit, or to dispose of the returned used products.The fraction a e f0, 1l of the disposedof (not remanufactured) used products'per output has been called in
[0-13] waste disposal rate and this notion will be used
here,having in mind that the rate d,.d from the per period
demand d is disposedof. This rate can be also regardedas
a (mixed) strategy combining the pure strategiesof total
repair (and no wastedisposal)andtotalwastedisposal(no
repair) and at the same time as a measureof ecological
(green) behavior: a low rate will contributeto the development of cyclic production structures.On the opposite,
high waste disposal rates imply increasingly large environmental cost to the society, and perhapsmore and more
to the producersthemselves.
It seems to be important to know if, and under which
conditions, the (per unit) price e for the waste disposal to
be paid by the producer is relevant to the production decisions. This problem of tracing the reaction of optimal
decisions to changing ecologically relevant inputs has
been studiedin I l4] for generallinear programmingmodels. Here, more concretely, the producer is assumed to
choose some production decision variable X as for instance,the lot size. The relatedcost G(X a" e) is considered as a function of the action X, of the waste disposal
rate a and of the waste disposal price e. The producer is
supposedto minimize the function G(X, a, e), i. e. he is
interestedin solving the problem G(X d" e) + minlg.r.
Two problems might be then worth studying:
(i) [ECOL+ECON]: Tracing the economical consequencesof ecological behavior.
For various fixed e the functionsg(a" e)=minxG (X, a, e)
and the optimal solutions X(a, e) = arg min; G(X, a. e)
are to be determined.Thesefunctions show how the minimal cost andthe optimal productionvariableXreact, when
the ecological attitude d,, or, in other words, the mixed
strategy,changes.
(ii) [ECON+ECOL]: Tracing the ecological consequencesof economic pressure.
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The function cr (e) = atg mino I (a, e) explains how a
cost minimizer determineshis ecological attitude a with
respectto changingwastedisposal prices. This economically optimal strategyis either pure or mixed, i. e. a(e) e
"green" point of view per{0} v { 1} u (0, l). From the
q,(e)
(
hapsthe optimality of
I is preferred.
Both problemswill be regarded here for the caseof the
deterministictwo stageeconomic order quantity-problem
ttO-l3J modelingthe production of new and the repair of
usedproductsas for instance,containers(comp. [7]), in a
first shop and the employment of the products in a second
shop.The usedproducts can either be stored at the second
shop and then be brought back at the end of the collection
interval [0, fl to the first shop for repair, or be disposed
of somewhereoutside.In the first shop lot sizesof newly
manufacturedproducts and of repairable products have to
be determinedin order to meet a constant demand rate of
the secondshop.Some of the used productsare collected
at the secondshop according to a not necessarilyunique
^ repair rate.The shareof the products not provided for repair is again called waste disposal rate. In the model not
only the demandfor new or repaired products is assumed
to be deterministic,but also the return flow of used products, the stochasticnature of which has been studied extensivelyin [8, 9], is deterministic and can be controlled
by the producer.On one hand, this restriction narrows, of
course, the practicability of the approach. On the other
hand, the explicit results and properties provided in the
paper, perhaps,can be only obtained for restricted problems.
The lot sizex,the setup number m of repair lots and the
setupnumber n of production lots within the variable colIection intenal make the decision variable X of the producer. His per time unit cost function G (x, m, n, a) consists of a sum of two different functions G(x, m, n, d,) =
K(x, m, n, d,)+ R(o" e) which is to be minimized.The first
function K(x, m, n, d) covers the cost factors which are
relatedto the traditional EOQ-framework. The other function R (a" e) arises outside the EOQ-framework and includes the additional linear repair, production and espe^ cially the waste disposal co.rt associatedwith e, in other
words, the non-EOQ-related cost.
The problem [ECOL-+.FCON] reduces now for the
EOQ repair and waste disposal problem to the determination of the optimal x, m, n for given a, Since the function
R(a" e) does not dependon these variables,the function
K(x, m, n, d) is to be minimized. In [12] this problem has
beensolvedby a two-stagemethod, first by finding the optimal lot sizex (rn, n, a) and then, after replacing x in K (x,
m, n, d,),by determiningthe optimal set up numbersm(a)
andn(a). Then, using the notation x(a) = x(m (a), n(a),
a) the decisionvariablesX(o, e) = {x(a), m(a),n(a)l
show the reaction to changesof a. Similarly, the function
s(u el can be transformedinto s@, e) = K(a) + R(o" e)
with K(d) = K(x(a), m(a), n(a)).
This function g (o" e) has been proved to be convex for
smaller wastedisposal rates and concave for the variable
ainll2l if the setupnumbersare not necessarilyintegers.
Here this analysisis continued by exploring the reasons
for theseproperties.Furthermore it will be shown, that if it is technologicallyfeasible - the problem [ECON +
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ECOL] has an extreme solution: the cost minimal waste
disposalrate is always a* = 0v l. i. e. eitherno wastedisposal (total repair) or no repair (total wastedisposal)is optimal. At the end the different behaviorof the optimal setup
numbers, lot sizes and collection intervals for small and
large waste disposalrates is analyzed.
The problem of the interaction of economic and ecological factorshasfound someattentionin last years.General ideas of modeling theseproblems are provided in [2-4,
l4l. More practicalorientedarethe mainly stochasticmodels studied in [, 6-9]. The problems of the environmental management are discussed informally in [5, 15] and
many other papers. The EOQ repair and waste disposal
model has been introduced by the author in [l0] and extendedi n F 1-131.
In the next Sect. 1.2. the model is describedformally.
In Sect. 2, firstly the analysisof an auxiliary problem introducedin [12] is continued,secondlythe structureof the
optimal setupnumbersis given and thirdly someexplanation is provided for the existenceof regions of different
(convex-concave)behavior of the minimum cost. It will
be seen,that on one hand, this behavior dependson the relationship between the repair rate, the waste disposal rate,
the total repair minimum cost (cz= 0) and total waste disposal minimum cost (a = I ). On the other hand, theseregions are related to the (cost oriented) preferenceof repair
to disposal, or disposal to repair. This preferencerelation
is changing, if the model inputs change. In the third section the optimality of the pure strategies is proved. In the
fourth section the properties of the other parametersof the
problem are described.The paper ends with someconclusi ons.

1.2. Theformal description of the EOQ repair
and waste model
The model is basedon the following assumptions:A first
shop is providing a homogeneousproduct used by a second shop at a constant demand rate of d items per time
unit. The first shop is manufacturing new productsand it
is also repairing products used by the secondshop.
The repaired.products are then regarded as new. The
products are employed by the second shop and collected
there according to a repair rate p. The other products are
immediately disposed as waste outside according to the
waste disposal rate d, = I - F. At the end of some variable
time interval [0, f] the collectedproductsare broughtback
to the first shop and will be storedas long as necessaryand
then repaired. If the repaired products are finished the manufacturing process starts to cover the remaining demand
for the time interval.
The processesof manufacturing, repairing and using
the productsare supposedto be instantaneous.The inventory stocks occurring in this system are illustrated by
Fig. 1. Note that in the caseof m > I additional stocks of
usedproducts not displayed in the figure occur in the first
shop.
The following cost inputs will be used:The repair setup
cost r > 0, the production setup cost r > 0, the per unit
cosVpricesb, k > 0, and e e (-*,a".) for manufacturing,
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Before discussingthe general problem the pure situations of no waste disposal(total repair) and no repair (total disposal)will be consideredshortly:
(i) If no product will be disposedof, all of them must be
collected and repaired.Then every product will be stored
twice, as a repaired product and as a used product. The
per ti me uni t cost i s then gi ven by K (x, 1,0,0) =f lvl1s
+ (h + u) x/2, and the total repair minimum cost is Ks =
l/ 2dr(h+a). With the additional repair cost a cost expression

t
'

mary.facturrng:
,se{up cost s, per
" ttttil cosl b

i

stock of u.sedproduct.s with

(4)

g(0,e)-Ko+dk
ruaste disposal with per wtit cosl e
Fig. l. Cost inputs and inventory stocks for the setup numbers rn = I
andn=3

repairingand disposingproductsand the per unit per time
unit holdin-qcost h, u > 0 at first and secondshop. respectively. The notationsof the wastedisposal rate and repair
rated, F, a *F = l, 0 <a" P < 1, of the demandrate d>0,
of the length 7'of the collection interval, of the lot size
x = dT of the collection interval and of the setup nutnbers
n, m e 11,2,.., ) for productionand repair are applied to
formulate the models. If thesevariablesare fixed then rhe
demand of the second shop is satisfied by repairing
F* = BdT units in m lots of size Bx/m and by producing
cx units of new items in n lots of size ux/n.
First, only the EOQ-relatedsetup cost and the holding
cost parametersare considered.Then the over all cost for
a collectioninterval [0, I] is
/

' t

1 '

n )

2. The optimal solution for the EOQ repair
and waste disposal model
2.1. Introducing the auxiliary problem
The auxiliary problem,studiedbelow, hasbeenintroduced
in [12]. It helps to understandthe structureof the solution
of the original problem.Thereforeit is discussedhereonce
more. If the cbst function K (x, m, n,d), which is obviously convex and differentiablein x, is to be minimized in
x > 0 for fixed m, n 21 and a, then the cost minimal lot
sizes x (m, n, d,) can be derived from öKldx = 0. Then

K ( m , n , d ) - ^ . 2 d ( m r+ n s ) H ( m , n , d ) .

K( - r ,m . n, a) = K , / T = d (m r + n s )/x
(1)

with Il (rn, n. a) = (*/n+ fftm1 h+u B+u F @-t)/m as total per time unit per unit holding cost.
Let now the non-EOQ-related
cost inputs be included.
The sum of linear manufacturing cost. waste disposal
cost and repair cost per time unit is given by the function
R (cr,e) with
R ( a, e) = d ( a ( b+ e ) + (l -a ) k ) = d (u (b + e -k ) + k). (2)
Hencethe overall per time unit cost is
G (x, m, n, d) = K (x, m, n, d) + R (a, e),

( 5)

+

where the fixed cost (rnr + ns), the holding cost h (d x2/n
+p2 x2/m1/2dfor new and repaired products and the holding cost uBTxl7 + uB'x'(m-l)lLdm for used products in
the secondand first shop, respectively,are included. The
per time unit cost is then

t n + B z/ m ) h
|t<a2
+up+uBz(m-t)/ml,

g (1, e) = K r * d (b+ e) i s found.

2Aair ns\
x.(m, n, a) = ^ #
and the minimal costis
\ I7(m,n,a)

t \

*'
K , - ( n t r + n s ) * "h1[ .o t ' t t * F "
z a * u p T x/ Z
n
m )I
+up2x2(m-r)/zdm,

+

occurs. (ii) If no product is repaired the situationappears
which is usually treatedin the literature.The per time unit
cost is K(x,0, l, l)=dtl*+h*/2
and the total disposal
minimum cost is Kr = ! 2ds h. With the additionalmanufacturing and wastedisposalcost the expression

(3)

andthecorrespondingoptimal lot sizes,setupnumbersand
wastedisposalrate have to be determined.

(6)

Now the optimal m (a) and n (a) for tn, n ) I and the
value K (a) = K(m(a), n (a),a) have to be found. Instead
of the function (6) however the function
S (m,n, a) = (mr + ns)
. ( ( o ' t n + p 2t m ) h + F u + p 2 u ( m - l ) l m ) , Q )
can be analysed.For both functions the relationship
K(m, n, d) - ^,2d. S (m, n, a)

( 8)

holds.Theparameters
in thefunction(7) canbereplaced
by
A = r h a , 2 ,B = s ( h - u ) p z , C = r u ( F + 9 2 ) ,
D = s u ( F + F z ) ,E = s h a z + r ( h - u ) F '

(9)

and the function
S ( m , n ) =A U + B L + C m * D n * E ,
n
m
appears,where the parameters(9) fulfill

(10)

A,C,D,B+D,E>0.

(11)

Let the parametersA, B, C, D, E be arbitraryreal numbers, i. e. the restriction( I 1) associatedwith the inputs of
the original problem,is left. The auxiliary problemof min-
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imizing this continuous(nonconvex)function (10)
S (nt, n) -+ min, (m, n) e R = l(m, n): (m, n) ) I ), (12)
i. e. the problemof finding an oprimal Qn, n) is studied below. The problem is called solvable, if there exists an optimal solution. For negativeinputs C or D, for instance,
the problem is not solvable.

and

_,

K t @ )= " . 2 d . t ( h - u ) * r ,s ( d '
[f

@)

(ii) rha2 - suBS shBz. r(attt + F u(l + B)) + usp2

* ( m ( a ) ,n ( a ) ) = ( 1 ,1 ) ,

( l+1
2.2. The properties of the auxiliary
and the original problems

a n d K z @ ) - ^ . Z d ( r + s () h ( a 2 +F 2 ) +F u )

The problem (12) has beensolved in [12] for the assumption (11). It is easy to seethar the Theorem provided below holds for all real inputs. The formulae appear due to
the properties(comp. tlOl) that the oprimal solutions are
o n th e l ine n= I if B > Aa n d o n m = | i f B < Ä a n d that
the function S (.m,n) is convex on these lines. In other
__ words, the objective function is monotonouslyincreasing
in the first.casein n, and in the secondcasein m.
Theorem l. If the problem ( 12) is solvable there are tlzree
cases of optimal solutions (rn, n) and minimum cost ex-

pressionst.:
'

f

*13

ttJ I,=rfo, thefunction QA):

(i) B
' >/ A p+ C + \ ( m * -, n * )
t
= | -=
. (A+C)+ D+ E,
S i = 2 . ,B
( \ A + .^-, 1 )l ,
( i i ) A - D < B < A + C + ( m * ,n * )
- ( 1 ,1 ) ,
Sä=A+B+C+D+E
(iii) A > B + D + (m*,n*)
(
Ä
\
= | | --S s- 2 ^ . A ( B + D ) + C + E .
B-ru,/ I'

(ä1)a2rh > sp (ph + u) + m(a) = l,

n(a)=a--;.#,
x(a)- =,?!' ,,
,sp(ph*u)'
\ B@h*u)'
Kz@)= '.zd(a^"/,+ ^,;Fegh.r))
Proof: Let only the case(iii) be shortly explained.Due to
the case(iii) from Theorem I and formula (8)
(Kz!Q)t
- 2 . 4 1 s qp 1 + c + E
2d
= 2., rho' (r(h - r) p' * ruB (I- p)) + ruB Q+ B )
+sha2 + r(h - ü p2 = Zr rno' rp(W * u) + sha2
..,
+rBQp * tt)=(", tna2 + ^ rp1np + u)- notAr.
tr
\
,
/

(13)

[^'\

Remarks. I ) The structureof the oprimal solution and of
the minimum value for the problem (12) is symmetrical
with respectto the cases(i) and (iii), i. e. if A and B, and
' C and D, respectively,are replaced one by the other, then
^ case(i) turns to case(iii), and vice versa.
2) The optimal solutions do not depend on rhe inputs D
and E in case(i) and on the inputs C and E in case (iii).
Theseinputs occur as constantsin the expressionsfor the
minimum value.
3) The conditions of (i) and (iii) rurn rhe objective function (10) up in the directionof rising m andr?,respectively.
The application of Theorem 1 provides the foflowing
propertiesof the optimal solution and the minimal values
of the original problem:

Remark. The proof makesclear that the parametersA,. . . , E
are related in such a way that the minimum cost separates
into two independentvalues in the cases(i) and (iii), respectively,which can be treatedas minimum costfor some
special EOQ-models.
According to [12] the function K(a) is continuously
differentiableand the conditions (i) - (iii) divide the interval (0, 1) of the waste disposal rates into three regions
(0, drl,t(at, (h),lur,,l) with differentbehaviorof the cost
functions Ki(g).While under the realistic assumptionof
4 h (h+u)) u" the function is convex in the secondregion,
it is always convex in the first and concave in the third
one. In terms of the problem (l) - (3) the function g(a, e)
is then provided by gi(oCe) = Ki(a) + d (a (b + e) +
(l -q) k), i = I,2, 3, and i t i s obvi ousl yal so convex- concave. As an example, such a function and the reaction of
the setup number n (a) to a. are illustrated in Fig. 2. The

Theorem 2 (Richter [2]): For the function (7) the optimal solution (m (a), n (a)), the lot sizex (a) and the minimal value K (a) = lKi(a) li=r for 0 < d, < 1 are given b1.

( i ) { h , " } " { F " & - u ) > r ( a ? n+ F u t r+ B 1 ; }
+ m(d,)- B
x(a\=

| =

s(h-u)

1 r ( a z h +F u ( r +h )
Zds

\ a ' h +F u ( I +F )

210

n(d) - l,
Fig. 2.Thefunctionsg (cq,e)andn (a)fors = 140,r = 100,h = lO,
u = 4 , d = 5 , / i = 1 0 ,e + b = 2 0 w i t ha , = 0 . 0 7 7a n d a n= 0 . 6 3 1
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values for m(a) arehere near one, thereforethey are not
presentedgraphically.
Remark.Since the waste disposal rate a appearsonly in
A, while due to the holding of used productsthe repair rate
p is presentin the other parameters,the inputs A, B. C, D
in (9) are nonsymmetricalwith respectto a and the structureof the optimal solution and of the minimum cost is obviouslynot symmetricalasin the caseof the auxiliary probl e m( 1 2 ) .
It will be seenin Lemma 4 of Sect.4 that the situation
of the cases(1)m (a) > l, n (a) = I and (ä1)m (a) = l, n (a)
> I can be treatedas a (cost oriented) preference of repair
to disposaland of disposalto repair, respectively.In other
words, such preferences occur if d,
d 2 < a . I f n ( a ) = l a n dm ( a ) 2 1 , o r m ( a ) = I a n d
, .i f a < e 2 o r d ,1 2 &,th eni t makes
n( a) 21, r es pec ti v e l yi .e
senseto speak of weak preference of repair to disposal
(or disposalto repair).

It is then clear that a* = 0 if
"rdi;

in the oppositecase.
b) Let the more complicated caseh2 u > 0 be considered.
It is easyto seethat the inequality B>A is, in terms of (9)'
equal to
( 16)
F2s(h-u) > r d.
This inequality is always fulfilled for sufficiently small
valuesola (and large p) and it implies that n = l. This inequality covers the two sets [0, a1] and lav ul- The following Lemma, which can be proved elementary,transforms the inequality (16) into such arelation which can
be treatedin economic terms.
Lemma l. Let h > u > 0 be fitlfilled. Then the inequaliry
(16) holds if and only if
!P
- -) > - - -

2.3. Interpretation of the properties of the minimum
costfunction
2.3.1. The appearanceof regions of dffirent behavion
Now the resultsof Theorem 2 will be discussedin greater detail:
a) lf u = 0 then the three casesof Theorem 2 reduceto
(i)

t,
F 2 r 2 a 2 r = m ( d ) = 4a, \ . r

(ii) F 2s 1r - 2r=

n(.a)-l.

i
n t(a )= l , n (a ) = I
0t,t'

The minimum cost is K(a) - ^,1dh(o'. i + B.,7) in uottr
the cases.The three sets of waste disposal rates appear
with a1 - d2 = +.

The setup number n equalsone,

fi S+ t' f

or, in other words, repair is preferred weakly to disposal,
if and onlv if

-

p, Zf={q)

a-\ s[

(1 s )

\ )

holds. The left-hand side expressesthe ratio of repaired
products to disposed products, called here the repaired
product quantity ratio. The right-hand side gives the ratio
of the total repair minimum cost Ko to the total disposal
minimum cost K1 , called the repair minimum cost ratio.
Hence, repair is weakly preferred to disposal, if and only
if the repaired product quantity ratio is not less than the
repairminimum cost ratio. If to look at objectivefunction
from a geometricalpoint of view, condition (15) turns the
function up in the direction of rising n.
The minimum cost appearsas the linear combination
of the total repair minimum cost and of the total disposal
minimum cost and therefore is a linear function of a- If
every value a e [0, l] is feasible. the optimal waste disposal rate is determinedby that a* which minimizes
8(a,e)= K(a)+ R(a,e)

= ",zan(a.i + P',V)+ dta(b+ e-ft) + ft).

2At1s+ d(b+e) and a,* =l

+ dk <

^ , - r n ( =- ^ K s ) -w-l t.n. 'p. '3^ --t

cYV \'s(ft - rl I

P';

i

Kt )

h

,, h2 -u2

The inequality (17) can be treated in the following way:
While the repairedproduct quantity ratio is on the left hand
side, the right-hand side.coversthe repair minimum cost
ratio, correctedby the parameterp> l. This parameterexpressesthe relationship between the two holding cost inputs and it is a monotonically increasing function of r.
Henc", repair is weakly preferred to disposal if and only
if the repäired product quantity ratio is not less than the
correctedrepair minimum cost ratio
Using similar argumentswe can show that disposalis
weakly preferred to repair if and only if the repaired product quantity ratio is not greater than the (corrected)repair
minimum cost ratio.
c) The case,, 2 /r is not so much of interest,since only the
solutionsof type (ii) and (iii) occur in Theorem2, and, disposal is always weakly preferred to repair.
2.3.2. The convex'concavebehavior of the minimum cost.
Now, the problem of the different behavior of the minimum cost function at the different regions will be discussed.Due to the remark to Theorem2 the minimal value of the K* is in the cases(i) and (iii) separatedinto two
independentparts of minimum cost for specialproblems
with setup numbers to be equal one.
(i) The minimum .ostj: :geul thlsum of the independent
minimum cost R=\ ZdrBl(h-u)

of repairingand stor-

ing the fraction F*n,-rn = ^.Td'l(h-o)' with the holdund of the minimum cost P=
i@
12ds(a2h + Fu(l+ F)) of producing and storing the fraction ax(a) of new products and storing also the used products.As it can be seenthe holding cost a subtractedin the
first expression
-Bx(a) is then added in the second one, and due
).r3. Since the function P is convex.this is
(14)
to
true also for Kt(a).
the indepentl*jf
(iii) The minimum cost is .q3lg:
dent minimum cost ft = -. 2d r B (.hB+ u1 of repairing
and storing the fraction p.r(a) and the minimum cost
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p - -...2d;h"= of producing and storin-sthe fraction d xp,
.rp = .. 2dt / h. Obviously,the relation ax(a) > xp holds.
No\Ä',the function R is concave and so does K3(a).
It follows from those properties, that the marginal minimum cost as a function of a increasesup to oa2and falls
behind. In other words, the marginal cost increaseswith
decreasingdegreeof weak preferenceof repair to disposal, and decreaseswith increasing preferenceof disposal
to repair.

3. Comparison of mixed and extreme waste
disposal rates

4. The changesof setup numbers, lot sizes
and collection intervals
If r > 0 and the formulae from Theorem 2 are combined
the following resultscan be easily obtainedfor the repair
and manufacturinglot sizes.
Lemma 3. The repair setup number fulfills nr(a) 3
(. sgl-r', t
nwx | 1,. l, i.r. it is boundedby a constu,xt,while
r u )
\ \
the productiotx setup number beconzesinfinitely large with
increasing waste disposal rate, i. e.
'n! (\ 6a/\ -

",1-d

\ s ( / z+ u ) '

Now the convexity of the cost function Kz@) is assumed.
Lemma 2. The relation g (a, e) ) min {rK3(0) + dk,
Ks(l )+d ( b + e) l f or 0 < a < I i s fu ffi Il e d .
)roof. The function g(4, e) is convex for 0 S a< a, unä
coincidesat a> oa with the function K3(a)+R(o" e), which
is concaveon the whole interval [0, l].Then, due to the
continuousdifferentiability of K(a) and g(a, e), the relation g(cqe)2 Kz@) + R(a" e) for O<a< I holds andg(q, e)
is boundedfrom below by the minimum of K:(0)+ dk and
n
K{l )+d (b + e) .
Theorem 3. One of the pure strategies of total repair (no
waste disposal) or of total disposal (no repair) is optimal,
i . e . g ( u e 1 2m i n { g ( 0 , e ) g ( 1 , e ) l i s t r u e .
Proof. The analysis of the function Kr(a) for a = 0 v I
shows that K3(0) = Ko = - 2dr(h+u) and that K, (1) =
Kt = \tr4;11. Then it follows from the previous Lemma
strategycan be better than one of the pure
that no mixed
-1
solutions.
Rennrk. In the case of linear holding, repair, production
and wastedisposalcost and of free choice of the wastedisposal rate between0 and I one of the pure strategiesto re--*tair or to disposeof all usedproducts is optimal. Probably
,reS€pure strategiesare technologically not feasible and
there will always exist some unrepairableused products
which are to be disposedof. In this casemixed strategies
for the problems[ECOL-+ECON] and IECON+ECOL]
seemto have practical relevance.
The optimal pure strategycan be simply found by comparing the values of Ko + dk and Kr + d(b+e): \:put1t
(strongly) preferred to disposal, if and only "..r(h + u)
< (e + b - k) .-d/2 + ",rA notas. If the wastedisposalcost
e drops down the preferenceshifts to the disposaloption.
In the exampleconsideredin the section2.2. S (0, e)
= 168.322andg (1, e) - 218.322hold, while the minimal
value for mixed strategiesis above 200. Thus, the repair
option would be preferred in the example.

Rentark. The setup numbers show conflicting behavior:
The changesin the relation s/r affects the boundsdifferently. i. e. one bound will rise and the other will fall, while
changes in h/u produce the same effects for both the
bounds.
The lot size x(a) and the length T(a) of the collection
interval behave similarly: While x(d) has obviously an
upper bound for a1 er, it is unboundedfor
2d'
a) dz: x(a)u ^
-a-)(h*u)'
(
l
\
where the lower bound might becomeinfinitely large.Becauseof x(a)/d = T(d) the samerelations are true for the
length of the collection interval.
In the model, however,not the lot sizesx(a) areused,
but a certain number of repair lots and a certain number
of manufacturinglots. Their size is estimatedby the following
Lemma 4. (i) Let a S dr. TlzenFx (a) units of usedproducts are repairedin m(a) Iots of the size \/ 2rdl(h-u) and
one lot of sizeax(a) < 1/ 2d s/h is newly manufactnred.
(ii) If a ) a> then ax (a) unitsgf13gv,products are nxanufacrured iU(a)_lq!q of size \/Tsd/h and one lot of size
Fx(a) < \/Zdrl(h-u) is repaired.
The sizesof all repair and manufacturinglots arebounded,
and only their number might changeand even becomeinfinitely large.Thereforein the case(i), when many lots of
used products are repaired and only one lot is produced
newly and the appropriatequantity is disposedof, it makes
senseto speakon a preferenceof repair to disposal,and in
the case(iii), when the oppositesituation occurs,to speak
on the oppositepreferencerelation. For a given a it is not
clear, if it is preferable or not. Perhaps,one wants it to be
as small as possible.The discussedrelation of repair lots
to production lots gives somenew insight, and at the same
time a new (cost oriented) criterion for estimatingthe relation betweenrepair and disposal.
Finally, it should be noted that, if the waste disposal
rate tends to one, some discontinuous situation occurs:
The infinitely large collection interval T(a) and the infinitely large manufacturingsetupnumber n (e) gcllspseto
the values of the traditional model T(l) = l/2s/dh and
n(l) = l, m(l)= 0.

K. Richter:Pureandmixedstrategies
5. Conclusion
The main result of the paper on the optimality of the pure
strategiesof total disposal or total repair is also true, if the
lot size number are integers.Although the objective function is then not convex-concaveas in the continuouscase,
the function g (q e) is a lower bound for the integral function g1(q e) and henceTheorem 3 holds again.The integial problem is, however,not trivial and it will be subject
of another study.
TheauthorthanksDr.ImreDobosfor manydisAcknowledgement.
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